Over the past decade radiation portal monitors (RPM), which have the capability to passively detect gamma ray and neutron radiation, have been deployed at border crossings, airports, and sea ports, diminishing the possibility of illicit nuclear materials entering the country. One challenge that occurs with operational RPMs is false-positive readings due to fluctuations in background radiation and environmental conditions. An enhanced understanding of the origin of different contributors to the RPM backgrounds could lead to improved detector design, alarm algorithms, and system efficacy.
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Introduction
Over the past decade, coordinated work has been initiated in an effort to thwart any attempts to bring illicit nuclear material into the United States. The US has employed a layered defense posture, which, among other initiatives, includes efforts to secure nuclear material and install passive radiation detectors at international and domestic ports of entry. The majority of such deployed detectors are radiation portal monitor (RPM) systems utilizing polyvinyl toluene (PVT) based detectors, which have the capacity to sense gamma rays, and pressurized 3 He tubes sheathed in a moderator to register neutrons. Natural background gamma ray count rates observed in such systems are on the order of thousands of counts per second, and algorithms are used to generate an alarm if gamma ray count rates rise above a preset threshold.
One of many challenges in this scheme is that, while illegal nuclear materials of interest emit gamma radiation, there are numerous benign naturally occurring radioactive materials (NORM) carried in common commercial products that do so as well, including ceramics, fertilizers, and kitty litter, among others. However, such NORM does not emit neutrons while the threat material plutonium does, and thus neutron counts above natural background are highly suggestive of a material warranting further scrutiny. Since the natural background rate from cosmic ray neutrons is only a few per second, statistics are much poorer than for gamma rays, and it is critical to measure and categorize the background neutron fluence as accurately as possible.
Cosmic Rays
Cosmic rays originate from extraterrestrial sources and are composed primarily of protons (90%), with lesser contributions from alpha particles (9%), electrons (1%) and trace amounts of heavier nuclei and gamma rays ]. Primary cosmic rays are emitted by extragalactic sources such as supernovae and can interact with interstellar matter generating secondary cosmic rays. Within our solar system, the sun can also generate low energy cosmic rays during solar flares. Upon entering the earth's atmosphere, cosmic rays can interact with atmospheric molecules like oxygen and nitrogen creating air showers of subatomic particles including pions, which can quickly decay in secondary showers generating muons, neutrons and other particles. A simplified illustration is given in Figure 1 ; an actual shower event can generate on the order of 10 9 particles, which are narrowly confined along the path of the incident cosmic ray. The amount of primary cosmic rays and their secondary progeny at the earth's surface is a function of latitude, elevation, and the surrounding environment [Kouzes et al. (2008a) ]. 
Neutrons
The origin and characteristics of the neutron background at earth is not well understood. There are several known contributors to the neutron signature at the earth's surface. The primary source arises from cosmic ray-induced secondary particles including a small contribution from muon-induced spallation and primarily neutron-induced spallation, the so-called "ship effect" [Kouzes et al. (2008a) ]. Other less prominent sources include nuclear decay and solar activity. This work is motivated by a paucity of work done separating the origins of neutrons at the surface of the earth. This lack of knowledge, coupled with a low neutron background rate, render neutron-based detection efforts susceptible to fluctuations in the neutron background. An improved understanding of the relative contributions of muon spallation and neutron spallation to the detected neutron counts could help optimize detector and instrumentation design, alarm algorithms and computer modeling, thus augmenting detection efforts.
Detection
Plastic scintillators such as PVT-based detectors utilize scintillation as the response to ionizing radiation interactions. Such detection systems are made of two optically coupled components: a liquid or solid scintillating material which fluoresces to produce light when incident radiation deposits energy; and a photomultiplier which converts and amplifies this low intensity light pulse, using a series of dynode stages, into a measureable electrical current, thereby allowing individual photons to be detected. This signal is fed into electronics that can discriminate between different types of radiation and between different energies of the same radiation. [Knoll (2000) ] Three photon interaction mechanisms can occur in PVT: Photo-absorption, Compton scattering, and pair production. In the photoelectric absorption process the photon energy is completely transferred to the absorber atom and an energetic photoelectron is emitted from an atomic bound shell. The energy of the ejected electron is that of the incident photon, less the binding energy of the photoelectron. Thus for incident photon energies above several hundred keV the photoelectron acquires the bulk of the photon energy. In a Compton scattering interaction, an incident gamma ray photon is deflected through an angle θ from its incident path by an electron, assumed to be at rest, in the detecting material. The photon transfers a fraction of its energy, depending on this scattering angle, to this recoil electron. The energy transfer is least for small scattering angles, θ 0, and increases for larger scattering angles as θ approaches π. Pair production occurs when the energy of the incident gamma ray exceeds twice the rest mass energy of an electron, resulting in the creation of an electron-positron pair whose kinetic energy equals the excess energy above the 1.02 MeV required to create the pair. Due to this energy threshold pair production is prevalent for interactions with high-energy photons.
Each of these three processes is dominant over a specific energy range. Photo-absorption dominates below ~20 keV; Compton scattering between ~20 keV and ~20 MeV; and pair production at energies above ~20 MeV. The photon interaction probabilities in PVT are given in Figure 2 ] for energies between 10 keV and 10 MeV. These limits were chosen as they represent the typical energy regime of radioisotope sources. Compton scattering is the dominant interaction mechanism in PVT detectors between ~20 keV to ~20 MeV, the energy range generally of interest for illicit nuclear materials. Compton scattered gamma rays therefore generally deposit a variable portion of their full energy before exiting the scintillator, leading to low resolution. Muons however, traveling at velocities approaching the speed of light, act as minimum ionizing particles depositing a fixed amount of energy, ~2 MeV/cm [Knoll (2000) ], when fluorescing photons within the detecting medium leading to a broad peak at about 10 MeV for a 5 cm thick plastic scintillator with a ~1 g/cm 2 areal density. This causes a small overlap in the PVT acquired spectra of high-energy gamma rays and the much higher energy muons ( Figure 3 ). No formal energy calibration was performed. While extragalactic cosmic radiation impinges isotropically on the earth, the day-night variation may be due to the changing morphology of the earth's magnetic field and its shaping by the solar wind. However, the effect depends heavily on the energy of the primary. Gamma and neutron radiation is produced by relatively low energy primary cosmic rays in the 1-20 GeV range, an energy not likely to produce muons. Muons detected at sea level have an energy distribution that peaks at around 3 GeV, suggesting an energy of 5 GeV at the top of the atmosphere, meaning the energies of the primaries, which create the pions that decay to muons, are much higher than the 1-20 GeV range. The neutrons come from much lower energy primaries than the muons, and the diurnal effects and Forbush decreases of relatively local fluctuations in earth's magnetic field on low energy primaries should therefore be much stronger than for muons. Since primary cosmic rays leading to muon generation are of much higher energy than those causing gamma rays and neutrons, their observed diurnal variation, ~1% from the mean, is somewhat suppressed compared to that of muons, <0.5% from the mean.
Methods and Materials
Two large PVT panels (1.20 m x 0.4 m x 0.05 m) were interfaced with supporting electronics to measure coincident muon counts. Data were collected under a number of conditions varying panel separation, inclination, orientation, and location. The equipment is discussed in this section and the results from these investigations are discussed in section 3.
Equipment Setup
Two stacked PVT scintillators were utilized with their large faces oriented parallel (see Figure 6 for representative alignment). Slabs of commercial extruded polystyrene insulated sheathing, 10.2 cm thick, were used to stabilize the panels and vary their separation. A photomultiplier tube was affixed to the end of each panel as shown. The same electrical equipment was used for all experimental work unless otherwise noted. The PMT signal from each panel was directed to an Ortec 142AH preamplifier and supporting NIM electronics (Figure 7 ), which allowed singles and coincident counts to be registered. In order to reduce the gamma ray contribution to the muon signal, the lower level discriminator was adjusted to channel 90, approximately the channel where the two appeared to be equal. The muon peak, estimated to be ~10 MeV, lies near channel 300, so channel 90 correlates to a low level cutoff at about 3 MeV. Since there is an overlap in the two spectral contributions, this technique both omits some muons of interest, and includes some unwanted higher energy gamma rays. The discriminator was set in an attempt to offset these two opposing effects. The resulting spectrum is shown in Figure 8 . Figure 8 -The full singles spectrum, including gamma ray and muon contributions, before coincidence was set (unshaded), and the coincident muon spectrum (shaded) after coincidence was required to reduce the gamma ray contribution.
Measurements were conducted at a single inclination of 0° with the slab insulation used to vary the panel separation. Measurements were also conducted at varying inclinations and fixed panel separation. Data for these scenarios were collected in orientations approximating both east-west and north-south alignments relative to the axial symmetry of the PMTs. Measurements were carried out in several locations under varying environmental conditions and degrees of shielding including outside of building 331G, indoors at 318/133, and at building 3425 in the Deep Lab. Black fabric draped over the apparatus was employed as a light shield in all cases.
Experimental Scenarios
A series of muon coincidence measurements was conducted at the three sites (indoors, outdoors, subterranean) noted above, in east-west and north-south orientations. Environmental information is conveyed in Figure 6 (indoors at 331/133), Figure 9 (outside of 331G) and Figure 10 (schematic of 3425-Deep Lab). 
Effects of Scintillation Separation Testing on Muon Rates
A series of experiments was conducted with the PVT panel faces aligned parallel to each other and in a horizontal plane (as shown in Figure 6 ). Slabs of 7 -10 cm thick polystyrene sheathing were used to separate the panels by distances ranging between 0 cm and 61.4 cm. This changed the effective Cartesian solid angle subtended by the rectangular scintillator faces, altering the detected muon flux. Muon coincidence data was collected over 3-minute intervals.
Effects of Scintillation Orientation Testing on Muon Rates
A second series of experiments was conducted with the PVT panel faces aligned parallel, but with a fixed separation of 61.4 cm with polystyrene sheathing, and the entire apparatus rotated with respect to the horizontal about the PMT's cylindrical symmetry axis. The panels were secured with duct-tape; wooden slats, cinderblocks, and spare sheathing were used to provide stability ( Figure 11 ). Muon coincidence data were collected over 3-minute intervals, with the angle being incremented by 10°-20° between runs to cover absolute angles between 0° (panel faces horizontal as in Figure 6 ) and 90° (panel faces vertical). A series of measurements was conducted at the three sites noted above, in east-west and north-south orientations.
North
Deep Lab testing site Figure 11 -In order to vary the angle of the detector, insulation was placed beneath one side of the bottom detector to increase the angle.
To determine the solid angle, the middle of the long detector face was taken to lie in the x-y plane with the perpendicular distance between the two panel faces being 2z. In a general case, the solid angle subtended by the rectangular scintillators from an arbitrary point above the detector is equal to the projection dA p of a differential area dA divided by the square of the distance between the solid angle and the area element ( Figure 12 ): Figure 12 -Geometry used to determine solid angle. Point P lies at the geometric center of the two panels with the origin lying at the center of the upper surface of the lower panel.
The differential of the projected area is equal to the cosine of the angle θ between the surface and the line of sight multiplied by the differential area, where z represents the perpendicular distance above the plane midway between the two detector faces, and dxdy is the differential area dA. The differential solid angle is then given by Since the detector faces were aligned and the point P in Figure 12 is geometrically centered on midway between the panels, this expression can be more easily integrated taking advantage of symmetry. Calling the detector dimensions W and L, 40 cm and 120 cm respectively, yields The solid angle represents the acceptance angle that muons can enter within and pass through both scintillators, generating coincident detection. However, when increasing the inclination of the panels the solid angle eventually crosses with the horizon; this was found to occur at an inclination of 46.7° with respect to the horizontal for the measurements in the underground facility where the panel separation was 40.8 cm, and 57.9° for measurements above ground where the separation was 61.4 cm. Inclinations beyond these respective angles are obscured by the horizon, thus reducing the effective solid angle. Although theoretically a muon could still come from below the horizon, traveling through the ground, and pass through both scintillators, there are very few muons traveling upwards from this region due to a its significantly greater shielding. To account for this, the percent of the solid angle above the horizon was calculated, and the counts were multiplied by the inverse of the percentage in order to scale the counts to what they theoretically would have been if the entire angle were available. Note that this approach assumes equal muon flux originating below and above ground near the horizontal.
Diurnal Dependence of Muon Rates
The diurnal variation of cosmic radiation at earth was investigated by separating the PVT panels by a fixed 61.4 cm using the polystyrene sheathing as above. Muon coincidence data was taken over periods of at least 24-hours, with data extracted in 1-hour parcels. In this way any diurnal effects can be examined by comparing results of these 1-hour data sets over time. Data were collected indoors at 318/133 with the detector in a north-south alignment.
Results and Discussion
The results from the tests completed at 318/133 (indoors), 331G (outdoors), and 3425 (underground) are discussed in the following sections.
Effects of Scintillation Separation Testing on Muon Rates
Measurements varying the spacing of the parallel PVT scintillators were taken at two locations, inside at 318/133 and outdoors about 50 m southwest of 331G. The PVT scintillators were configured in a north-south orientation at 318 and an east-west orientation at 331G. Eight to ten different panel spacing distances were tested at each location using the ~10.2 cm (4") thick polystyrene slabs ( Figure 6 ). As the spacing between the detectors is increased, the solid angle subtended by the detector decreased. This approximately, but not exactly, follows a 1/R 2 dependence consistent with the rectangular detector geometry as discussed in section 2.2.2. Experimental results are presented in Figure 13 for various panel separations.
Initial indoor tests conducted with the two PVT panels lying flat and adjacent to each other and not overlapping, with their 120 cm sides parallel and separated by roughly 20 cm, yielded count rates of roughly 1 cps in each panel. This effectively represents an accidental count rate, as the two panels were not aligned while still in electronic coincidence, that was approximately 1-3% of the measured counts rate of typical experimental runs. Results, with accidental coincidence subtracted, are presented in Figure 13 for various panel separations. Error bars in the count rate are about 1%, too small to be visible on the plot. Data collected at the two sites were found to be consistent. Since the indoor facility was a typical government/industrial lab at ground level, shielding was expected to minimally affect muon propagation compared to the outdoor site. No clear variation due to shielding difference was observed.
While the geomagnetic field does have east-west and north-south asymmetries, the panel area and solid angles are not influenced by this disparity. Data taken in each cardinal orientation were not observed to be significantly different. As discussed in section 2.2.2, altering the panel separation directly impacts the solid angle. The muon fluence tracks well with the solid angle at smaller angles, but the count rates rise to up to ~8% above the theoretical curve at higher angles in Figure 13 .
Assuming an isotropic muon flux, the coincidence rate should scale linearly with the solid angle subtended by the detector array ( Figure 14) . Results from the two indoor experiments, with panels aligned in a north-south orientation, gave consistent results as shown in Figure 14 . Statistical error bars are again on the order of 1%, about the size of the plot symbols. These runs were also similar to data collected outdoors in an east-west orientation at low solid angles. For larger solid angles, the outdoors, east-west alignment yielded muon fluence rates <3% higher than in the indoors, north-south scenario. Because there are two different variables in these measurements, indoors/outdoors and north-south/east-west, it is not possible to conclude which change caused this difference. Although the indoor facility was a single-level, typical industrial/government building, unlikely to measurably attenuate the muon signature, it may cause attenuation that would explain the indoor scenario registering fewer counts.
In both locations and orientations the muon fluence drops ~<3% lower than the linear fit at high solid angles. This could be a manifestation of an anisotropic muon flux, with the count rate decreasing at higher zenith angles ]. At higher angle angles, the subtended angle extends closer to the horizon. A decreased muon flux near the horizon is consistent with these results.
Effects of Scintillation Orientation Testing on Muon Rates
Measurements varying the orientation of the PVT scintillators were taken at three locations: indoors at 318/133; outdoors at 331G and underground at the 3425 Deep Lab. The underground facility was measured to be 12.3 m (40.4 feet) below ground level (not including the berm), and reported to be a ~30 m water equivalent (MWE) depth. Due to the increased overburden, which attenuates muons and yields a lower count rate, data was taken for 10-minute intervals. Above ground testing was conducted at ground level at 318/133 and 331 G. At each site, the scintillators were spaced 40.8 cm apart and configured in a north-south and an east-west fashion. The data collected through these tests can be seen in Figures 15-21 . The collected data do not exhibit any significant difference between indoor and outdoor sites, in agreement with earlier measurements discussed in section 3.1. This is expected since the lab does not have significant shielding and thus does not measurably attenuate muons. Readings collected in the two cardinal orientations did not display any noticable differences. For two scenarios, limited data were obtained for inclinations rotated in the opposite direction, noted as negative angles in the Figures. These two data sets were consistent with each other, and within experimental error was symmetric about the 0° vertical.
As discussed in section 2.2.2, at higher inclination angles portions of the detector solid angle are obscured by the horizon. Thus the measured angles plotted in Figure 15 differ from the actual effective solid angle. Corrections to the solid angle were made and are plotted in Figure 16 . Adjustments only needed to be made for angles above 46.7°. The conclusions drawn from Figure  15 still hold true for Figure 16 . The only notable difference in Figure 16 is the appearance of a slight upturn for the vertical panel alignment at 90°. This could be due to the horizon correction being an overestimate. The simple geometric correction used to scale muon counts near the horizon assumes isotropic muon fluence above and below the horizon. However, the muon fluence near the horizon above ground and below ground is anisotropic, with the fluence being greater in the above ground scenario. Since the count rate for higher angles is scaled assuming muon isotropy near the horizon, the corrected count assumes the muon fluence below the horizon is the same as that above, thus making the corrected muon rate higher than the true value.
Data was compared to a similar study using PVT panels in coincidence at shallow depths ]. Lin used panels with a smaller area; their scaled data for two data sets are plotted with an uncorrected and corrected data set from the present work ( Figure 17 ). Our data agree well with 'Case 1' from Lin, but are lower than his 'Case 2', a discrepancy that grows with increasing horizon angle. For measurements taken underground, the panels were laid parallel and separated by a fixed distance of 61.4 cm. Eight runs were taken at various inclinations with the panels aligned north-south, and three east-west. The relationship between registered muon count rates and the angle with respect to the horizontal is shown in Figure 18 . The north-south alignment has a lower count rate than the east-west at all angles tested. The design of the building features concrete entry structures on the east and west sides which prevent the inclusion of the berm that is present along the long north and south faces (see Figures 10, 23 ). This may lead to decreased shielding, and a corresponding increased count rate, in the east-west orientation.
Composite data, with uncorrected runs for all sites and for different cardinal orientations, is shown in Figure 20 . Data from the underground and above ground measurements in Figure 20 follow the same general trend, with decreasing count rates as the detector angle with the horizontal increases. However the spectra from the underground measurements are more suppressed at lower angles than at higher angles compared to the above ground measurements, although the suppression ratios of the maxima at 0° to the minima at 90° are similar. For the above ground measurements the peak is 9.46 ± 0.48 times larger than the minimum, while for the underground measurements the peak is about 7.09 ± 0.54 times larger. Although these results do not agree within error, it is possible that these ratios would correspond if additional underground data were collected in the underground facility. However, assuming these results are accurate, one possible explanation for this discrepancy is that muons detected above ground only need to pass through the atmosphere (~10 MWE) and so this spectrum contains relatively more low energy muons, while in the underground facility muons must travel through a greater thickness of material. Thus the lower energy muons are preferentially attenuated in the underground case and the remaining spectrum, composed of relatively higher energy muons, is less affected by the angle of inclination of the detector. This effect could preferentially impact muons incident at angles close to the horizon due to the muon anisotropy discussed earlier.
The difference between the above and below ground count rate is reduced as the inclination angle increases. This could be a result of the differing paths and energy spectra of the muons detected. Muons incident along trajectories closer to the horizon must travel a farther distance to reach the detector than muons entering vertically. Above ground this additional path is in air (~1 mg/cm 2 ), where the minimally ionizing muons lose ~2 keV/cm, while underground (~5 g/cm 2 ), they lose ~10 MeV/cm. This means muons entering at 0° have a lower average energy underground, thus many of the muons registered by the detector above ground are filtered out by the overburden and cannot reach the detector underground. Based on muons being minimally ionizing particles, and the underground facility being below ground 12.3 m (not including the berm), muons need to have an energy of >~12 GeV to reach the underground facility. Above ground this threshold, for the 10 MWE atmosphere, is ~2 GeV. Because the muons entering closer to horizontal at the surface or underground must on average of relatively higher energy muons than those entering vertically, such muons are more likely to be >40 GeV, and less likely to be shielded by the overburden. In other words, if a muon has enough energy to enter horizontally at the surface, then it is more likely to have the energy to enter horizontally underground as well. ]. Data from this study, along with Grieder's advised value, are plotted in Figure 21 . Our results match Grieder's fit with a value of n = 2.3, higher than reported by others. This could be a result of the literature focus on muon fluence at larger depths. At shallow depths lower muon energies are preferentially attenuated. For instance, as noted in above, at a depth of 12 m minimally ionizing muons lose 12 GeV. At a depth of 2 km, such as the IceCube experiment, this cutoff increases to 2000 GeV, more uniformly suppressing the muon fluence at all angles. By this argument, at shallower depths the cosine exponent n would increase, consistent with our findings.
Depth Attenuation of Muons
This work in the 3425 Deep Lab adds to measurements taken with the detector horizontally aligned (0°) in August 2009 and reported in PNNL-18855 . That data was collected with a single 10 cm x 10 cm x 40 cm NaI(Tl) log at a time when the overburden was in place, but the overlaying berm had not yet been completed (Figure 22 ). The muon data in that case was taken with a low gain and low voltage in order to have the minimum ionizing signal of ~75 MeV appear on the spectra. In the present case using the 100 cm x 40 cm x 5cm PVT panels where the muons had a minimum ionizing signal of ~10 MeV, data was collected recording both individual panel counts and counts in coincidence. The site, with the completed berm, is shown in Figure 23 . Data was collected over various lengths of time, and so was scaled to 20-minute runs for comparative purposes in Table 1 . The right hand column shows the ratio of muon fluence at depth to that at the surface. Figure 24 represents the numerical fit using the above formula. The atmosphere is taken to be equivalent to an attenuation water depth of 10 MWE. Using this fit, the 2009 data indicates a Deep Lab depth relative to the top of the atmosphere of 37 MWE, or 27 MWE relative to the surface using the Miyake fit, and a depth relative to the top of the atmosphere of 47 MWE, or 37 MWE relative to the surface using the Barbouti fit. The present data yields a depth relative to the top of the atmosphere of 44 MWE, or 34 MWE relative to the surface using Miyake, and a depth relative to the surface of 55 MWE, or 45 MWE relative to the surface using Barbouti.
Since the current data contained some gamma ray counts, which would tend to inflate these estimates, these markers should be taken as high-end limits. While the Miyake fit was developed to apply for depths near sea level to depths ~5 km, published comparative data is given for depths in the range of 70 m to 5000 m Effremenko collected a series of data points at various depths and conducted a GEANT simulation to model the results. The solid line in Figure 25 is our best fit to that GEANT model. Data from Table 1 , expressed as the ratio of surface counts to those at depth, are shown. The August 2009 study yields a depth of 35±15 MWE relative to the surface based on this comparison, while the current work gives a depth of 38±8 MWE relative to the surface. The error for the 2009 data is relatively greater due to lower statistics compared to the present work coupled with the decreasing differential muon attenuation at higher depths. The slightly higher value for the present data is consistent with additional construction including the deposition of a layer of rip rap on the berm and the installation of the concrete entry structures.
Diurnal Dependence of Muon Rates
Measurements for diurnal testing were conducted indoors at 318/133 in a north-south configuration. Data was acquired over a seven-day period, and parceled in one-hour bundles yielding 168 data sets. The results for the count rate are shown in Figure 26 . The results from the diurnal testing show two distinct regions. The initial four days exhibited some periodicity, however this was shrouded by some overlaying noise. The final three days display a much clearer harmonic behavior with ~25-hour period. This is a reflection of the 24-hour rotation period of the earth, coupled with the 27-day rotation period of the sun. The latter introduces roughly an additional hour for a point on the earth to come back into phase with an identical point on the sun. The aperiodic behavior could be attributed to a period of high solar activity, while the periodic behavior could be a manifestation of more stable solar activity combined with the phase periodicity of the earth-sun system.
Conclusion
A series of experiments were undertaken utilizing two large (100 cm x 40 cm x 5 cm) PVT detectors in coincidence to investigate muon flux dependence on an array of parameters including variations in solid angle subtended by the detector, the detector inclination with the horizontal, the depth underground, and diurnal effects. These tests were conducted inside at Building 318/133, outdoors at Building 331G, and underground at Building 3425. Results of the analysis elucidated muon behavior for all tests.
The muon flux in above ground locations increased linearly as the solid angle subtended by the detector increased. Data was consistent for both the indoor and outdoor sites, and showed little dependence on cardinal orientation. Some small deviations from theoretical models were observed for larger solid angles, which were attributable to a decrease in the muon flux for increasing zenith angles.
Muon fluence followed a cos 2.3 θ correlation when the detector inclination was varied, where θ is defined with respect to the vertical. This exponential dependence was larger than recommended or reported by other researchers ; Lin et al. (2010)], however such results are given for depths on the order of km. For this study, conducted at a shallow depth, the lower exponent is thought to be reflective of the preferential attenuation at greater depths of muons with larger energies relative to those detected near the surface. The muon attenuation underground, measured at one depth at the underground lab at Building 3425, was shown to be consistent with earlier measurements and prior studies at similar depths. A formula for muon attenuation at shallow depths ] yielded depths of 27 MWE (2009 study) and 37 MWE (present study) relative to the surface. A second method was employed to estimate the depth by comparing present results to a study by Effremenko at shallow depths, which included a GEANT simulation ]. Utilizing a best-fit curve for the simulation data, depths of 35±15 MWE (2009 study) and 38±8 MWE (present work) relative to the surface were obtained. These data are consistent, and a slightly greater depth for the present study is consistent with the addition of surface material during the final phases of construction.
The diurnal behavior of the muon flux exhibited both periodic and aperiodic intervals, each on the order of days, for data collected over a 7-day period. The harmonic phase exhibited a ~25-hour period, reflecting the 24-hour rotation of the earth coupled with the 1/27 rotation of the sun in one day. Maxima occurred at ~3 pm PST and minima at ~8 am PST for the timeframe observed.
Additional measurements could be taken for the separation testing to investigate which parameter (inside/outside or north-south/east-west) was responsible for the increase in the muon count rate. Further inclination measurements at various shallow depths could reveal the variation of the exponent n, used in the numerical cos 2 θ model, with depth. Additional tests in the underground facility, particularly for the east-west orientation, would provide a more complete set of data points and allow a more robust examination of the lower muon flux in the north-south orientation. A detailed comparison of solar activity over the timeframe for which diurnal data was collected would be useful in establishing a possible causal relationship. Further tests for an extended timeframe would better reveal the extent of the periodic and aperiodic intervals observed, and also provide the opportunity to more strongly establish a relationship between the diurnal period with that of the ~25-hour orbital resonance of the earth-sun system.
